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arise for a number of algorithms. The analysis technique employs linearization of the nonlinear time varying dynamic equations that descri.be the closed-loop system; this analysis technique is referred to as "final approach analysis" because the linearization is valid when the system and reference model outputs are close to each other, a fact that occurs during the final phases of adaptation. By studying simple first order systems one can analytically examine different adaptive algorithms, and pinpoint their shortcomings. However, the analytical studies are constructive because they indicate now to modify the algorithms so as to improve their practical utility.
INTRODUCTION
During the past few years globally asymptotically stable model reference adaptive control (MRAC) algorithms have been developed both in continuous time I11-[41 and discrete time 151-181. These algorithms have been designed with the sole purpose of attaining asymptotic model following with no regard for the transient performance of the resulting adaptive control system. This is in apparent contrast with the original motivation for introducing a linear reference model as part of the overall adaptive design (MRAS) . The reason for introducing the model was ?recisely to force the adaptive systen not only to follow asymptotically the desired model outFut but also to have coir,parable transient characteristics to those of the In order to demonstrate these problems analytically, this paper makes use of what will be called a final approach analysis. The adaptive control system is studied only for the case where the parameters and closed loop output are already close to their "desired" values.
Various algorithms are analyzed using only a nominally first-order plant although the results do generalize to higher order systens, and such generalizations are under way. The plants and models used for both continuous and discrete time systems are given in Section 3 .
Sectiors4 and 5 contain the analysis for the continuous and discrete-time algorithms respectively in the case of noise-free observations. The undesirable characteristics observed in the previous simulations 191 are demonstrated analytically and some insight as to what causes them is attaiced. The basic problem is that large reference inputs force the adaptive system to try to react too quickly. Tnis results in a large bandwidth system and consequently in the excitation of m o d e l e d dynaxics, which brinTs about instability. It is shown in Section 5.2 :hat the modifications of [31 developed in 161 and 171 provide enough flexibility to improve behavior in the final approach if the parameters of [ 7 ] are chosen according to the procedure given in that section. Section 6 contains the conclusions.
It should be noted that only direct model reference algorithms are treated in this paper. Indirect approaches, such as in 1101 and 1111, usually require parameter convergence for proof of stability. It is not clear what such a condition implies when the plant has at least one unmodeled pole. Identification in such cases with unmodeled dynamics is highly input dependent. Therefore, in a feedback adaptive loop, where the actual input to the process is the sum of a (known) reference input and of dynamically evolving adaptive signals (parameter and filtered state variables) identification in the presence of unmodeled dynamics-is an important unresolved question at the present time. The "sufficient excitation" condition required for identification in [lo] and Ill] cannot be guaranteed globally, but even if this were the case, its adverse effects on the overall adaptive system stability properties could be of more considerable concern.
All the algorithms considered suffer (more or less) from the same basic problem: they lead to high-gain designs with large bandwidths. Hence, unmodeled dynamics can be excited and the adaptive system can become unstable. Unfortunately, simple pragmatic cures such as (a) passing the control signal through one or more low pass filters to insure rapid rolloff, and (b) low-pass filtering of the noise corrupted measurement signals are not guaranteed to work, because the presence of the additional rolloff and low-pass dynamics violate the relative degree assumptions that are n e c e sary to prove the global stability of this class of algorithms. Also, the current theoretical framework cannot be used directly to obtain a class of adaptive algorithms that exploit partial knowledge of the controlled plant dynamics (e.g. the roll-off and noise filter transfer functions).
Thus, analytical studies such as these reported in this paper are absolutely necessary to understand the properties and limitations of adaptive control algorithms. The results presented represent only a smll initial step; a great deal of additional research is needed to generate new adap tive algorithm that are robust in the presence of stochastic and modelling-error uncertainties retain a guarantee of stability.
2.

REVIM OF THE SIMULATION mSULTS
In I91 the results of the digital simulation of the algorithm of 111 were presented. The plant used was a simple second order system with one zero. In addition to offering insights into the convergence behavior of the adaptive process, the study pointed to three serious problems in the adaptive algorithm simulated--problems which in this paper are shown to be inherent in many if not all of the theoretically globally stable adaptive control algorithms presented in the literature to date. The results of the simulation are reviewed here since the major focus of this paper is to explain these results analytically and to offer improved solutions of them.
First, it was shown that even when the system was properly modeled, the plant was subjected to substantial amounts of high frequency control inputs. High frequency inputs are clearly undesirable as they can excite m o d e l e d dynamics and may also lead to instability and actual failures in some plants.
Second, it was observed that in the presence of an modeled pole the controlled plant exhibited wildly oscillatory and even unstable closed loop behavior.
Third, it was shown that in the presence of a small amount of observation noise the closed loop system did not converge to the model but would slowly drift away to an increasingly higher bandwidth system.
THE SYSTEM NODEL
The Nominal Case
The adaptive algorithms studied in this paper all display the undesirable characteristics discussed in Section 2 even when the process to be controlled is assumed to be first order. In the continuous-time case the system to be studied can be represented by tie following set of differential equations:
Actual Plant:
Reference Model: ; * (t) = -ay*(t) + br(t) (1.b)
where a and B are the unknown but constant parameters of the plant to be controlled, a and b describe the known model dynamics, with a>O, b>O, r(t) is a reference input, and u(t) is a control input to be chosen in such a way as to make the output of tile plant, y(t), follow that of the reference model, y*(t). Similarly, in discrete-time the plant-model representation is given by Actual Flant: y(t+l)
where la1 <1, b>O and all the other quantities are defined in complete analogy with the continuous time case. Different adaptive algorithms can then be employed in a recursive choice of the control input u (t) .
. 2
Enmodeled Plant Dynamics
In order to investigate the effects Of unmodeled dynamics on a particular adaptive control algorithm, the actual plant is augmented to have two poles, located at -a1 and -cLz respectively.
Its continuous-time dynamics now evoive according to :
Then an adaptive controller is designed based on the assumption of a first order plant which has to match the output of a desired model still described by ( 1 . b ) . This is obviously very hard to do for arbitrary reference inputs. For the purpose, however, of demonstrating the problems that arise when one dealswith plants with m o d e l e d dynamics consideration of constant inputs sufficesto carry through the analysis.
Further, in order to proceed with the analysis in this paper, it is also assumed that there exists a second order model with poles at -al and -a described by the differential equation j;*(t) + (a +a );*(t) + a a y* (t) = b r(t) (3.b)
with the following conditions satisfied:
(ii) al+a2 of eqn. Thus, although the analysis in this paper is performed, for the most part, only for constant reference inputs, it is valid over the range of reference input frequencies where (3.b) matches ( 1 . b ) . A point to be made here is that, if the controller is forced to be too fast--i.e a is too large--, increased sensitivity to m o d e l e d poles will result, since in that case it will become m r e difficult to satisfy condition (ii).
A completely analogous set-up is used to study the effects of unmodeled dynamics in the discretetime case. Now the plant and model are described respectively by kctual Plant: y(t+Z)-(a +a )y(t+l)+a 1 y(t)=Bu ( cannot be met regardless of how high a frequency 1 the unmodeled pole a2 is. However, if the system is indeed derived by sampling a continuous-time system where the unmodeled pole is at a higher frequency than the modeled pole, the problem can be alleviated by sampling the system faster which will bring the discrete-time modeled pole in to a value closer to 1 than the m o d e l e d pole.
The point made in the continuous time system discussion about forcing the controller to be too fast assumes more importance here as one of the algorithms studied attempts to perform dead-beat control, i.e. it sets a =O. In this case con-1 ditions (i) and (ii) cannot be met if the plant is unstable.
FINAL APPROACH ANALYSIS OF SOME CONTINUOUS TIME ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS
In this section it will be shown that the continuous time algorithms studied possess undesirable characteristics even under the restrictive assumptions of final approach analysis. In the final approach analysis it is assumed that the parameters of the controlled plant are very close to those paraneters which would make the closed loop characteristics of the process the same as those of the reference model. Such a situation could develop when the asymptotically stable adaptive controller has already been operating for a long period of time with sufficiently rich inputs and therefore is close to final convergence. It could also arise when the plant parameters are fairly well known under reasonable a priori knowledge of the plant parameter values and the adaptation is just employed as a fine-tuning mechanism. Surely, if an algorithm behaves poorly under these mild conditions, it certainly cannot be expected to be useful as a practical control design.
The Algorithm of Narendra-Valavani [I]
and The algorithms of [I] and 121 are the same in the case where the relative degree (the number of poles minus the number of zeros) of the actual plant is one, as is the case with the system considered here. This was the algorithm used to produce the simulation results discussed in Section 2 and the findings of this subsection will explain some of the remarks of Section 2 analytically.
According to the formulation in E11 with the first order model of Section 3, the control input u(t) is equal to u(t) = 6 (t)y(t) + 02(t)r(t) 1
where 6,(t 
The nonlinear time-varying equations associated with the adaptive algorithm can then be expressed as functions of the state and parameter errors as follows:
where the y . , ' s are the adaptive gains. Equation To use the final approach analysis in eqns.
(7) we assume that e(t), $,(t), and 6 (t) are small compared to y* (t) and r (t) . Linearizing the system (7) around the point e=$ -$ -0 yields the the linear system
If r is assumed to be constant, y* will also be constant and the system (8) will become a linear time-invariant system whose characteristic equation is given by:
22r
One pole of this system ( 8 ) remains fixed at the origin, while the other two can be thought of as being determined by a root-locus Fattern associated only with the ( s +as+Bd*) part of ( 9 ) using d* as the gain parameter as in (10) it is seen that for large reference inputs, r, the algorithm produces high frequency oscillations in the parameter errors and also,througn eqn. ( 5 ) , in the plant input u(t). Thus, the high frequency control inputs observed in the simulations described in Section 2 will be present for large reference input values even when this input is constant, the plant is first order, and the adaptation process is in the final approach to convergence.
The pole that is fixed at the origin is associated with the eigenvector Thus, a constant input is not sufficiently rich to produce parameter convergence. Instead of approachinc; zero, the parameter errors approach a linear subspace of the parameter space which is determined by the fact that the output error is zero in this subs?ace and, therefor&, no further with the characteristic equation adaptation is possible.
Final Approach Analysis with Proper Modeling and Time-Varying Reference Input
The final approach analysis of the previous subsection can be employed using a time-varying reference input also, with the same results except that in this case eqn. (8) becomes a timevarying linear system with r(t) and y* (t) timevarying parameters. The eigenvalues of the system are still characterized by eqn. (9) with one eigenvalue stationary at the origin, and two eigenvalues that vary in time as d*(t) does.
Note that even with time-varying inputs, the error system still has a marginally stable eigenvalue which remains fixed at the origin. However, the eigenvector associated with this zero eigenvalue is now the time-varying linear subspace and the Lyapunov analysis of I l l shows that the norm of the &vector will decrease as the & vector tries to follow the evolution of the subspace in eqn. (12) alonq the parameter space. Thus a practical insight is gained on the reference input condition usually referred to as "sufficient excitation" or "richness". The condition can be thought of as one which keeps the subspace of eqn. (12) moving until the parameter errors go to zero.
Final Approach Analysis with Constant
Input and Unmodeled Dynamics
Again it is assumed that r and therefore y* are constant. The unmodeled pole as set-up in eqn. (3) is used with the appropriate conditions on the parameters discussed in Section 3 . The controller is designed assuming a first order plant with synthesized input (e;++, (t) )r (t) I ( 1 3 ) and and e,"/B are defined as the desired parameter values at which the controlled plant will match the reference model. Substituting eqns. For d* large enough, i.e. large r and y* in eqn. (101, the system (15) will not only be oscillatory but also will become unstable. This holds even when r and y* are constant and the s y stem is in the final apprcach stage of adaptation. Thus, the siinulation results reported in Section 2 concerning unmodeled dyranics are now explained and can even be predicted according to the preceding analysis. In order to extend the proof of asymptotic stability to the case where the relative degree of the plant is greater than one, the authors of 131 added an error feedback term so that the control input now is given by:
The Algorithms of
with an arbitrary gain p>O.
Although this feedback term was originally incorporated in 131 to provide technical details in the proof of stability, we shall now demonstrate that it will improve the stability characteristics of the algorithm along the lines discussed in the precedin3 sections for the final approach phase. In this section we show that the extra tern serves to rsduce the order of the patterns of tne d*-root loci both for the properly modeled system of Section 4.1.1, as well as for the system with an m o d e l e d pole discussed in Section 4.1.3. The added term removes the high frequency control inpur. from the properly modeled case and allows the recention of stability when there is one unmodeled pole. However, the same high-frequency problems are still present when the reference inputs are large. In a sense they have only been shifted by one urnodeled pole, that is, there still are high frequency control inputs when there is one unmodeled pole and, eventually,instability in the presence of two unmodeled poles.
Finally, the algorithm of Morse 141 is identical to the algorithm of 131 for the case where the relative degree is greater than one and it reduces to the algorithm of [l] and [21 when the relative degree of the plant is equal to one.
knalysis witk Constant Inputs and Proper Modeling
With the system set-up described by eqn. 
where d is as d* in eqn. (10) with y replacing y*. Equations (19), (7.c) and (7.d) now define the error system. Again, applying the final approach, i.e. by linearizing, the resulting linear system is given by with d* now given by eqn. (10).
Its characteristic polynomial is given by:
Again the pole at the origin corresponds to the situation described by eqn. (11). In this algorithm, however, the d*-root locus of eqn. (21) as given by Figure 4 .3 has, in addition to poles at the origin and at -a, a zero at -l/p.
Since the parameter p is at the discretion of the designer, this zero may be placed to enhance the final approach stability >roperties as shown in Figure  4 .3. The existence of the zero creates a firstorder pattern so that there are no high frequency oscillatory control inputs. 
Analysis with Constant Input and Unmodeled Dynamics
If there is an unmodeled pole in the plant the same analysis as in Section 4.1.3 shows that there is again a pole at tne origin and a d*-root locus as in Figure 4 .4 which results from the characteristic equation 
As shown in Figure 4 .5, the d*-root locus has a third order pattern and instability will result for large values of ____.
4.3: ) for Constant Reference Inputs
Although the added feedback term of the algorithm of Section 4.2 improves the final approach behavior, the problem still remains that large reference inputs cause the adaptive system to try to react too quickly, thus generating high frequency control inputs, as in the case of one unmodeled pole in the preceding section. In this section it is shown that, if the adaptive gains can be used to artificially slow down the adaptation process when the reference inputs are large, a smaller bandwidth system and improved final approach behavior will result.
In order to achieve this the adaptive gains must be functions of the reference input. However, global asymptotic stability has only been proven for the case of constant adaptive gains or certain restricted types of time varying gains. Thus, the approach that follows is only theoretically valid for the case of constant reference inputs, a case of considerable practical significance for cases where the control system is to be designed to follow set-point changes,where the reference input is constant for long periods of time. In addition, the insights gained by examining this approach will add to our ability to analyze discrete-time systems where more flexibLe stability proofs exist.
The modification in the adaptive gains may be applied either tothe algorithm of Section 4.lOr tn that of Section 4.2 with equivalent results. For simplicity, the former will be used.
The algorithm of interest here is identical to that of Section 4.2 with one exception; that the constant matrix of adaptive gains Thus given an upper bound on 8, ci max(rold) can be chosen to limit how far along the d*-root locus of Figure 4 .1 or the d*-root locus of Figure 4 .2 the roots of the system can travel. Consequently, the maximum frequency of parameter error variation in the final approach is under Ve direct control of the designer. Also, with an upper bound on d*, the adaptive system is able to handle any number of high frequency unmodeled p o l e s while retaining local final approach stability.
The parameter y is used to control the value of d* when y*2 + r2 is small. Note that from . FINAL APPROACH ANALYSIS 0% SOME DISCRETE TIME ALGORITHMS
In this section, some of the discrete time adaptive control algorithms that have been presented in the literature are subjected to the sam final approach analysis as in the continuous-time case. The discrete time setting has allowed for somewhat more flexible control algorithms that are theoretically globally asymptotically stable. In the present section we show precisely what is good about this added flexibility and how it may be utilized in a practical context. It should be noted here that such flexibility resulted as a byproduct of the different methods of proving stability that are in existence for the discrete-time problem. This paper provides the first attempt to use this flexibility in order to achieve more desirable system characteristics.
Analysis of the Algorithm of Narendra-Lin 151
The algorithm of 151 is the discrete time analog of the algorithm of Section 4.2. However, the stability improving extra feedback term of Section 4.2 which was not always necessary for the global stability proof in the continuous time case, is necessary in the discrete-time case, i.e. the direct discrete-time analog of the algorithm of Section 4.1 is not globally asymptotically stable. In this section it will be seen how the extra term provides for improved stability characteristics in the final approach phase.
The set-up is as in eqn. ( 2 ) . The input is generated analogously to eqn. 
with all quantities defined as in the continuous time case and -< p < l .
The error equation for this system is:
where d(t)=y y 2 (t-1)+(y12cY21)y(t-1)r(t)+Y22r2(t) (31) 11
The adaptation equations in complete analogy to eqns. (7.c) and (7.d) are: If the added feedback term of this algorithm were not present, the zero at z= would be missing. As a result, one of the poles would move almg the negative real axis towards infinity causing a chatter type instability, characteristic of discrete-time systems.
P
Analysis with an Unmodeled Pole
The set-up of eqn. (4) is used with the assumptions given there. The system is constructed by using eqns. ( 2 9 ) , (30.b) and ( 3 G . c ) as if there were only one pole. The output error equations then becomes e (t) =
(al+a2)e(t-l)-ala2e(t-2)+@l(t)y(t-1)++2(t)r(t)
The final approach analysis yields the following characteristic equation:
The d*-root locus of Figure 5 .2 shows that the error system will become unstable for large reference inputs. The same choice of adaptive gains can be made here as was made for the continuous algorithm in Section 4.3 to produce the same desirable final approach characteristics. However, as in the continuous case, the stability proof is valid only f o r constant gains, as discussed before.
Analysis and Suggestions for Landau's and
Silveira's Algorithm 161, [7] In 161 and [71 stability theorems were given which used Popov's hypestability theory to effectively generalize the algorithm presented in Section 5.1 in order to include certain types of time-varying adaptive gains. In this section it will be shown that, if the free parameters of the algorithm of [ 7 ] are chosen properly, the bandlimiting effect and improved final approach behavior of Section 4.3 can be achieved for slowly varying reference inputs while global asymptotic stability is also retained.
Again, the plant and model are as given by eqn. (2), the plant input by eqn. (29) and the parameter updates by eqn. (30). In addition, we and add to the aforementioned set of equations the following adaptive gain adjustment equation:
Also, we set p = l for convenience. The adaptive gain adjustment described in eqn. (38) is motivated by the use of the matrix inversion lemma which shows that when r(t) and
The final approach analysis of Section 5.2 holds here as well. In particular, the characteristic equation of the error system is now given by eqn. (33) 
Of eqn. (42) is drawn in 
With an upper bound on $, the gain on the root locus of Figure 5 .3 can be bounded, thus limiting high frequency behavior and retaining stability in the presence of unmodeled poles.
In general, the problem is to keep d* so we let X2 = min(A,2). The algorithm in [81 uses a different philosophy than the previous algorithms. While the previous algorithms use the reference model in parallel with the controlled plant and try to make the controlled plant identical to the model, the algorithm in [a] uses a serial combination, as in Figure 5 .4 where the model predicts the desired output. The algorithm then tries to transfarm the controlled plant into a pure time delay.
In the present section, it will be demonstrated that such a deadbeat control scheme removes the dynamics of the outFut error from the overall adaptive system. This makes possible the stability proof of [ 8 ] with time-varying adaptive gains of t'ne type discussed elsewhere in this paper--gains which limit the bandwidth of the parameter-error system. There is, however, a serious drawback; the high gain requirements of the deadbeat control scheme make the adaptive system susceptible to instability due to unmodeled dynamics. This is consistent with the remarks of Section 3 although it is better shown graphically by a different analysis which we shall employ in t'nis section. We note that although there are three algorithms presented in [81, they are all qualitatively the same and, therefore, only the second will be analyzed here.
this case corresponds to the input error of the identification literature--, and updates the parameters by t h e algorithm a' (t+l)=G' (t)+ -(t) 
and is free of any dynamics. Using eqn. (48) in eqn. (47) and applying the final approach analysis we obtain:
When y* is constant, the system (49) has the characteristic equation 
Analysis with Proper Modeling
The system used for this analysis is: y* (t+l) = ay*(t) + br(t) (45.a)
where a' corresponds to -In eqn. (2). The algorithm estimates a' as 9' and -as -and generates the control as follows: Despite the difference in philosophy, both the algorithms of this section and that of Section 5.1 can be seen to originate from a discrete-time version of the algorithm of Section 4.1. That algorithm cannot guarantee stability because large inputs would cause a pole of the error system to move out of the unit circle in a first order pattern in the d*-root locus. In the algorithm of Section 5.1 this problem was solved using an added feedback term to create a minimum phase zero in order to trap the otherwise wandering pole. The algorithm of this section uses an adaptive gain d*(t) given by eqn. (50) which limits the range within which the poles can travel, similar to what was seen in Section 4 . 3 . However, in order to prove stability in this case, a restriction that the controlled plant be a dead-beat system must be placed on the system. The characteristic equation of (56) is:
According to the present analysis, the dependence of the error model upon the unknown plant is sham directly as opposed to the discussion in Section 3.
The magnitude of one of the poles must be greater than or equal to 1 2 . Therefore, 1 * . +a -I the error system cannot be stable if the plant poles are on the positive real axis and the plant is unstable. This was predicted in Section 3 to be a result of the dead-beat philosophy. Indeed, even if the plant is stable, a large enough input will make d* small enough so as to finally make the resulting error system unstable.
In order to understand the basic problem with using a dead-beat controller when there are unmodeled poles, we consider the problem of creating a dead-beat controller even when the parameters of the plant are known. Figure 5 .6(a) displays the ordinary feedback gain root locus in the case where a plant with a pole at a is connected in feedback with a scalar gain. In order to achieve dead-beat control, the gain must be large enough to push the pole to the origin; in this case the gain must equal a. This is a much larger gain, than is normally required to meet the objectives of a typical parallel structure adaptive coatroller, as shown in Figure 5 .6(b), i.e.
to drive I2-e pole to point a, the pole position of the model. This only requires a gain of a-a.
If there is a high frequency unmodeled pole, the dead-beat controller cannot come close to meeting its objective and the high gain used in attempting to do so may drive the system unstable as shown in Figure 5 .7(a).
On the other hand, the parallel system may be little affected if the pole is of high enough frequency as in Figure 5 .7(b).
Thus, while the dead-beat algorithm [81 allows for improved final approach characteristics when the system is properly modeled, it inherently has poor robustness properties in the presence of unmodeled dynamics. An adaptive control algorithm must have reasonable tolerance to such modeling error and stochastic uncertainties before it can be used routinely in practical applications.
With the exceFtion of the algorithm of Landau and Silveira 161,171, discussed in Section 5.2 for tne deterministic case, the final approach analysis has shown that all other algorithms stueied have unacceptable dynamic characteristics. Thus the analytical results confirm the authors' simulation experience described in 191.
The final approach analysis is useful because it can be used in a constructive way to adjust Ve Re k 3 adaptive gains so as to limit the closed-loop system bandwidth and to ameliorate some of the undesirable characteristics of existing adaptive algorithms. Additional research is underway to extend the ideas presented in this paper to highorder systems.
We believe that the final approach analysis is a necessary but by no means sufficient step in the analysis and design of adaptive systems. The technique is limited to the case in which the output error is small and does not change rapidly so that dynamic linearization of the complex nonlinear differential or difference equations that describe the adaptation process It is our opinion that a great deal of additional basic research is needed in the area of adaptive control. Future theoretical investigation must, however, take drastically new directions than those reported in the recent literature. The existence of unmodeled dynamics and stochastic effects must be an integral part of the theoretical problem formulation. In addition, future adaptive algorithms must be able to deal with problems in which partial knowledge of the system dynamics is available (see the discussion at the end of Section 1) so that at the very least the intentional augmentation of the controlled plant dynamics with rollto assure global stability.
